School Safety Threat Detector
Powered by Kognition

Turn your school’s video
cameras into a powerful,
early warning system.
Your video cameras capture a lot of information. But are they aware?
Can they analyze what they see, identify potential dangers and take
appropriate action? The answer is yes, with Kidio Threat Detector.
Think of Threat Detector as an ever-present eye, watching 24/7. It’s
powerful software technology that can detect weapons, spot fights
or other unusual activity and send alerts with video clips to the
school safety officer, and if necessary, local law enforcement. Threat
Detector also has the capability to generate daily threat reports on
demand and uses cloud storage to securely store your video
records. Transform your existing video camera system from passive
to active security, with Threat Detector.

FEATURES
• Weapons detection
• Real-time alerts with video clips
• Optional connectivity to
local law enforcement
• Daily threat reports
• Cloud-based storage
BENEFITS
• Advanced early warning
• Proactive, real-time response
• Preempt incidents before
damage can occur
• Decrease incident response time
• Identify incident locations instantly
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
• HD IP video cameras with
microphone and RTSP support
• 3-5 Mbps Internet connectivity
(per camera)

Schedule a demo at Kid.io or call 813.649.8028
designs, builds and deploys SmartProperty management solutions that transform
commercial properties and smart devices into cognitive, automated systems with advanced safety, security and control
made possible by Kognition’s proprietary patent-pending software, third party information and cloud-based solution.
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